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Parting Shots
Share your stories and photos with us! Send  
submissions to partingshots@sbcmag.info.

A renowned children’s museum in St. Louis is enjoying its new digs thanks to cold-formed steel 
roof trusses supplied by Engineered Steel Products of Wright City, MO. The Magic House has 
been a popular Midwest museum since 1979. Having outgrown its space, it launched a $15 
million expansion to double its size. ESP General Manager Ed Spal said the design team worked 
with the architect and EOR early on to make CFS trusses work as the product of choice. “The 
main body of the building required 48" on center scissors trusses with extremely steep pitches 
on the top and bottom chords. We had to build the trusses in halves.” Spal said the design team 
came up with a field connection so that the installation contractor, T.J Wies Contracting, could 
assemble the two halves and crane them into place. In addition, ESP designed and fabricated 
trusses for the 20' diameter by 22' tall “hat” that framed a conical stair tower. SBC
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The mission of Structural Building Components Magazine (SBC) is to increase the knowledge of
and to promote the common interests of those engaged in manufacturing and distributing of struc-
tural building components to ensure growth and continuity, and to be the information conduit by
staying abreast of leading-edge issues. SBC will take a leadership role on behalf of the component
industry in disseminating technical and marketplace information, and will maintain advisory commit-
tees consisting of the most knowledgeable professionals in the industry. The opinions expressed in
SBC are those of the authors and those quoted solely, and are not necessarily the opinions of any 
affiliated association (SBCA) .
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